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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a data-driven approach for analyzing and predicting de-
lays of an air transportation network using publicly available data. The first
part of this thesis details methods to quantify the resilience of the network.
Traditionally, network metrics rely on removal of nodes heuristically to mea-
sure the resilience of the network. We propose two new approaches that rely
on statistical measures to quantify the resilience of the network based on his-
torical data. Data-driven analysis of the network’s resilience based on these
metrics enables comparison and implementation in the real-world.
The second half of this thesis details development of a neural network
model that can predict future delays in a network based on past and current
conditions. Previous work using this approach has shown the ability to pre-
dict delays based on temporal, weather or network metrics. This work shows
a method to build prediction models by combining temporal, network-level
features, congestion, and weather related data. As part of this approach, we
devised a new metric that reduces the dimensionality of network-level infor-
mation into a single variable. Finally, we compare the performance of the
neural network by changing the hyperparameters for optimal performance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The need to quantify the resilience of complex systems like the United States
(US) air transportation network (ATN) is higher than ever, given that this
system is highly interconnected and prone to external disruptions [1, 2, 3].
Quantifying the resilience of such systems will enable us to mitigate the
effects of disruptive events or help in recovery during them. Among the nu-
merous discussions of resilience, we adopt the definition given by the National
Academy of Sciences because it accounts for commonly considered aspects of
resilience [4]. Thus, we define resilience as “the ability to prepare and plan
for, absorb, recover from, and more successfully adapt to adverse events.”
The US ATN is a complex network that spans across the country. The
push to move from a point-to-point system to a hub-and-spoke model has
led to the concentration of flight connections to a few highly connected nodes
[5]. These nodes are prone to a myriad of hazards, including weather-related
events, congestion, terrorist attacks, and technological failures. Disruption
of these highly connected nodes can lead to a cascading effect of delays that
propagates throughout the network, as well as other infrastructure networks.
These hazards adversely affect airlines and consumers, both economically
and socially. At the same time, the increase in natural and man-made dis-
asters in the last decade has been unprecedented [1]. This has generated
increased interest within the scientific community for qualitative and quan-
titative methods to measure the resilience of transportations systems [6].
Understanding the resilience of the US ATN will help in the planning
and prioritizing of resources [7]. The capital cost of building security and re-
silience measures into a major project, such as an airport, is far lower than the
cost of retrofitting later to incorporate these measures after disaster strikes
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[7]. Investing in social structures helps local communities rebuild faster after
an emergency [7]. Therefore, it is of high importance to understand and im-
prove resilience of the US ATN, such that the network withstands changing
environments and resumes normal operations swiftly.
In addition to analyzing the network, the ability to predict the delay states
of the network in the future based on its current state will be helpful in
implementing mitigation strategies to prevent major disruptions in real time.
The behavior of the ATN can be influenced by various factors such as network
effects, weather events, and scheduling effects. It is thus necessary to be able
to comprehend the complex relationships between variables and address these
disruptions.
1.2 Contribution
The aim of this thesis is to develop a few statistical methods to quantify the
resilience of the US ATN based on historical flight data. Numerous studies
have focused on evaluating the resilience of the US ATN using theoretical
or empirical methods . Our methods can be applied to other types and
scales of transportation systems, provided that a parameter of interest can be
used to characterize system performance. Two of our methods are potential
improvements to conventional models of quantifying resilience. We apply
these methods to statistically detect atypical behavior of cancellations and
delay times for commercial flights operating within the US and quantify
the resilience of a network. These methods address issues of reproducibility
and applicability of theoretical metrics to the real-world events. Another
approach of ours is able to: 1) see how well our metric captures impacts of
extreme events known to disrupt the US ATN and 2) understand impacts of
disruptions we may not have expected to impact the network.
This thesis also implements machine learning models to address the prob-
lem of predicting delays in the ATN. The implemented models incorporate
geographic, weather, temporal, network-level, and performance data of the
ATN to predict delays at the nodal level in the future. As part of the predic-
tion model, we devised a new metric that is able to reduce the dimensionality
of network delays by including the delay information of all the airports in the
network to a single metric. This in turn reduces the computational power
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required to train machine learning models. It is also able to predict future
delays with high accuracy.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The organization of this paper is as follows. In 2, related work is discussed
to provide context for the presented work. In Chapter 3, our methods to an-
alyze the performance of the US ATN behavior are provided in comparison
to conventional methods. In Chapter 4, our methodology to predict future
delays based on current conditions using machine learning methods is ex-
plained. Chapter 5 concludes findings from our research and details possible
future additions to this work. Parts of this thesis are based on the following
conference paper [8].
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
This section will introduce previous efforts of the scientific community in two
different research areas. The first focuses on studies that have undertook the
analysis of network structures with an emphasis on airline networks. The
second area of interest is in modeling algorithms that are able to predict
delays based on a given set of conditions.
There are numerous studies that measure the performance of a transporta-
tion network. Konstaninidou et al. propose five different analysis mecha-
nisms based on their survey of the literature: vulnerability, reliability, risk,
robustness, and resilience [9]. Their second survey provides a detailed discus-
sion of strategies and parameters involved in decision-making and planning
of post-disaster operations for transportation networks [10]. Faturechi et al.
suggest that approaches can be categorized as qualitative and quantitative
from their review of articles on measuring performance of transportation
systems in disasters [6]. Qualitative descriptions give a general idea about
disruption impacts and management tactics, whereas quantitative measures
provide direct measurements which can be used to assess or predict disaster
impact. Faturechi et al. also suggest that mathematical models can be clas-
sified by whether they provide assessments or suggest changes to the system.
Hosseini et al. review a vast number of studies on resilience modeling
and evaluating resilience of systems [11]. They classify quantitative meth-
ods into five sub-categories. Deterministic and probabilistic approaches are
categorized as general resilience metrics, whereas optimization, simulation,
and fuzzy modelling approaches are categorized as structure-based models.
The study by Yodo et al. provides a literature survey of resilience with a
design perspective, focusing on engineering resilience metrics and their de-
sign implications [12]. They classify these metrics into three categories: 1)
resilience curves, 2) pre- and post-disruption performances, and 3) reliability
and restoration. Righi et al. provide another extensive review of recent work
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within Resilience Engineering [13].
Haimes argues that using a single numeric metric to compare resilience of
different systems could be misleading, unless it is assumed that these systems
are subjected to the same exact threats and level of threats with the same
probabilities [14]. However, he notes that measurement of resilience can be
achieved through the unique functionality of a system and its responses to
specific inputs. Therefore, quantitative metrics can be used to evaluate a
real-world event when applied to a dataset. Researchers have taken different
approaches when it comes to empirical methods. Some authors have used
simulations to model the behavior of a small part of the US ATN [2, 15] or
the complete network based on scheduled departures [16].Donovan et al. use
the Mahalanobis distance to study the effects of extreme events on city-scale
ground-based transportation systems [17]. Another approach is to use graph
theory to measure the performance of the network [18, 19, 20, 21].
Most of the theoretical approaches listed above are limited by their as-
sumptions and thereby their application in the real world. The decision to
classify a node as impacted is also qualitative and can be difficult to re-
produce. Quantitative methods also are limited by the arbitrary thresholds
imposed on them. Also, they treat all nodes with equal importance which
does not hold true in the real world.
There has been significant interest in predicting delays in the ATN previ-
ously. Rebollo et al. presented a class of models that can predict air traffic
delays that trains on temporal and network information to predict delay
states of most influential airports and their links [22]. Choi et al. predict air-
line delays caused by inclement weather conditions using supervised learning
[23]. Whereas, Gopalakrishnan et al. compare the performance of Markov
Jump Linear System, Classification and Regression Trees and Artificial Neu-
ral Networks in predicting delays [24]. Kim et al. describe a machine learning
approach for flight delay predictions [25].
The limitation to these approaches is that no existing work attempts to in-
clude weather and network-level impacts within a single model for forecasting
delays at the airport-level.
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CHAPTER 3
NETWORK ANALYSIS
This section focuses on the analysis of the US ATN and its resilience to in-
fluence from internal or external forces. As defined in 1, we define resilience
as “the ability to prepare and plan for, absorb, recover from, and more suc-
cessfully adapt to adverse events.”
A network has high resilience if it has the ability to maintain its optimum
level of operations for a long time despite a majority of its edges or nodes
being affected by detrimental factors . In graph theory, resilience is often
analyzed in a binary manner, where nodes or edges are either fully present
or removed. In the real-world, it is not as simple as an edge or nodes existing
or not existing. There are additional properties such as capacity, schedules,
traffic, costs, distance etc. We can employ the concept of resilience to these
associated properties. As part of our research, we considered cancellations
and delay times as relevant properties that can help quantify resilience of the
US ATN.
3.1 Methodology
We investigated the three different approaches for quantifying the resilience
of the US ATN. The first approach computes resilience using theoretical
network metrics calculated by employing a raw delay-based threshold. Our
next approach also relied on the same network metrics but used statisti-
cal measures instead to account for normal and abnormal behaviors. Our
third approach ignores network characteristics and uses a statistical calcu-
lation that accounts for normal and abnormal behaviors of airports at the
national level. Finally, we also investigated a combination of statistical and
raw cancellation-based approach to evaluate the network metrics.
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3.1.1 Definitions of Graph Theory
In graph theory, the vertex or node is the fundamental unit of a network.
Nodes within a graph are connected by an edge or a link, where an edge
represents a relationship between two nodes. Graphs can be either directed
or undirected. An edge is directed if it runs only in one direction, whereas
an undirected edge runs in both directions. A directed graph is a set of nodes
connected together, where all the edges are directed. An undirected graph
is a set of nodes connected together such that all the edges are bidirectional.
Graphs can also be weighted or unweighted. Weighted graphs have num-
bers assigned to their edges, such weights can represent any various kinds of
properties. Unweighted graphs do not have such weights and the their edges
only represent an existing relationship between two nodes. A subgraph is
a subset of its points together with all the lines connecting members of the
subset. A component or cluster is the largest possible subgraph in which
all the nodes are reachable from every other node. A Geodesic path is the
shortest path through the network from one vertex to another. It is possi-
ble for a pair of nodes to have multiple geodesic paths. The length of this
Geodesic path is the shortest path length SPL or Geodesic length [26].
3.1.2 Network Topology
For the purpose of our research, we assumed the US ATN to be an undirected
graph. This assumption is a by-product of the scheduling of flights. It is
typical for an outbound flight from an origin airport to have an inbound
flight from the destination airport on the same day. Occasionally, this is
not true due to cancelled flights resulting from weather, maintenance, or
staffing issues. The network was constructed as a weighted graph with the
edge weights equal to the inverse of the average number of scheduled flights
between two airports per day. The weight wO,D is defined as shown below:
wO,D =
d
FO,D
(1)
where, d is the number of days in the given year, which will be 365 days in
a non-leap year or 366 days during a leap year. FO,D is the total number of
flights between origin airport, O, and destination airport, D.
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3.1.3 Raw Delay-based Approach
The raw delay-based approach assigns a certain average departure value as
the threshold for all the airports in the US ATN. Any airport that has an
average departure delay value above this threshold at any given time is clas-
sified as congested. The list of airports generated here is fed to the network
based metrics to calculate the resilience of the network. This approach was
proposed by Fleurqin et al. for their resilience quantification approach [16].
The advantage of this approach over theoretical methods is that the analysis
is performed on historical data. Therefore, the performance of this approach
can be compared with historical trends. We used this method as a baseline
for comparison with the subsequent approaches.
Parameters of Interest
In this approach, we grouped individual flights by their scheduled flight date
and destination airport. Our parameters of interest were average delay per
flight at each origin airport, on a given day. The term di,j,T represents the
sum of departure delays for all flights from origin airport i to destination
airport j on day T . We counted any flights that left at or after midnight as
having left on that day. Our parameters of interest are then defined as,
Di,T =
∑
j∈Ni di,j,T
n
(2)
where Di,T represents the average departure delay at origin airport i on a
certain day T , Ni is the set of all airports with a flight departing from origin
airport i, and n is the number of flights departing from airport i on day T .
Filtering Data
We had to filter data for the upcoming approaches to be consistent with the
constraints imposed on them.Although, this filtering was not necessary for
the delay-based approach, we still used the filtered data in order to maintain
consistency between the different approaches. This was required to keep the
results comparable. The process to filter the data is explained in section
3.1.4.
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Classification of Impacted Airports
We then classified any of the airports with average departure delays above
a certain threshold as delayed. The various thresholds that were used are:
15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 45 minutes. These delayed airports were then used
to calculate the resilience of the network each day. The final output of
the resilience metrics were impacted cluster size, total number of impacted
airports, or the cluster of unaffected airports each day.
3.1.4 Statistical network-based approach
The limitation of the conventional network-based approach is that, the deci-
sion to remove certain nodes from the network during a disaster is qualitative
and can be a challenge to replicate for different studies. The delay-based ap-
proach that was discussed in section 3.1.3 uses a single threshold value based
on raw delay data to classify an airport as delayed. This does not take the
importance and the traffic of an airport into account. For example, a small
airport with a few flights everyday is likely to have few flights that are signif-
icantly delayed during normal operations. Thus, the average delay times for
a smaller airport will be lower in general compared to larger airports. It is
therefore difficult to check which days are unusual for each airport. We have
devised a new approach that has a statistical basis for deciding which air-
ports were impacted during an event and use this information to implement
a statistical network-based approach.
Detecting atypical behavior
In statistics, the standard score or z-score is the number of standard
deviations by which the value of an observation or data point is away from
the mean value of the parameter being observed. The z-score of a raw score
x is given by:
z =
x− µ
σ
(3)
where: µ is the mean of the population and σ is the standard deviation of
the population. The absolute value of z represents the distance between the
raw score and the population mean in units of the standard deviation. We
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can convert this absolute value to the cumulative probability such that the
percentage is the total area to the left of the distribution. This percentage can
help us in narrowing down outliers that are skewed to the right by setting a
threshold value to the percentage. This percentage is known as the p-value.
A Smaller p-value implies there is a strong evidence in favor of an alternative
hypothesis. In our case, the alternative hypothesis being an anomaly which
is not part of the usual distribution.
Establishing normal behavior
We established a baseline pattern for the typical behavior of the parameters
for each day of the week individually. To calculate this baseline, we skipped
the day under consideration for calculations. This was done to limit the
skew induced by a possible extreme value observed on a day of interest. This
baseline is then used to analyze abnormal behaviors of any given day. This
approach accounts for daily variations in the behavior of the network, since
the passenger traffic varies significantly depending on the day of the week;
for example, the passenger traffic and flying patterns for a Sunday will be
different compared to a Monday.
To further elaborate this approach, consider the date 1/1/2012, which is
the first Sunday of the year 2012. We calculated the mean and standard
deviation of the rest of the Sundays for the whole year. Let us assume the
first Sunday of the year is T = 1, second Sunday of the year is T = 8, and
so on. The set of all the Sundays for the year, T1, is
T1 = {1, 8, 15, ...., 365} (4)
Similar sets exist for each day of the weeks; i.e. T2 for Mondays, T3 for
Tuesdays etc. Thus, there are a total of 7 such sets, one for each day of the
week.
To calculate the mean and covariance for the first Sunday, T = 1, we
excluded the first Sunday and calculated the mean for the observations for
the rest of the Sundays in the set, T1. The remaining days are now as shown
in {8,15,....,365}. The set of all observations(each of which is a scalar) for
the first Sunday, S1, is
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S1 = {ak∀k ∈ T1, k 6= 1} (5)
Similarly, the set of all observations for the second Sunday, S2, is
S2 = {ak∀k ∈ T1, k 6= 2} (6)
There are 365 such sets for every day of the year for a non-leap year and 366
for a leap year. ak is the parameter of interest
The mean of the parameters of interest from these sets give us the expected
behavior for an airport on a given day of the week, and the corresponding
standard deviation accounts for fluctuations throughout the year. The fol-
lowing equations denote the procedure to calculate the mean value, µT , and
the standard deviation, σT , for a given day T .
µT =
∑
ak∈ST ak
|ST | (7)
σT =
√(∑
ak,µk∈ST (ak − µk)2
|ST |
)
(8)
These values are recalculated for each day of the year. Therefore, there
are 365 values for a non-leap year and 366 values for a leap year. The term,
µT and σT , are the mean and the standard deviations of the observations for
each airport.
Paramer of Interest
The scalar, aT , which is the basis for all the calculations consisted of cer-
tain parameters of interest related to individual operations. As part of this
approach, we considered the average departure delays for all airports.
We grouped individual flights by their scheduled flight date and destination
airport. Our parameters of interest were average delay per flight at each
origin airport, on a given day.It is calculated as shown in 3.1.3
We considered the number of cancellations, average arrival delays, average
departure delays across each individual destination airport as parameters of
interest. We ended up using the average departure delay as the basis for
this approach. We also used the number of cancellations for the the Ma-
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halanobis distance-based approach in addition to average departure delays.
This was partly due due to this parameter being the most relevant one when
considering major disasters, in addition to also being useful when using it in
comparison with shutting down of airports.
Filtering Data
Given these parameters of interest, certain data points were filtered out in
order to maintain consistent dimensionality within the dataset throughout
the year. The filtered out data points turned out to be smaller airports,
which are unlikely to have a significant impact on the US ATN. Individual
flights were grouped by the date of departure and destination airports. The
final parameters of interest were then calculated as the average departure
delay for an origin airport.
Impacted airports
Using this data, the expected behavior for each day of the week throughout
the year was then established. Finally, we used z-scores to characterize the
abnormality of departure delays in an airport for a given day of the week,
relative to its expected behavior for that day. Repeating this procedure for
every day of the week gives us a metric that is able to characterize which
airports are behaving atypically. We note that this thesis does not recognize
connecting flights between airports; all flights are treated as the intended
Origin-Destination pair. For example, if a passenger is traveling TPA-DEN-
SEA, then the delay for the passenger from TPA to SEA is not considered.
Instead, delays between TPA-DEN and DEN-SEA are considered individu-
ally. Our approach is not particularly computationally intensive, as it takes
less than thirty minutes to complete the analysis for a year of data on an
Intel R© CoreTM i7 processor with 8.00 GB of RAM.
Impacted airports are chosen on the basis of the z-score percentile. We
considered 70th, 80th, 85th, 90th, 95th and 99th percentile as the threshold
for characterizing an airport as impacted. If the percentile for a certain
airport’s average departure delay is above the threshold it is considered to
be impacted on the given day.
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These airports are then used for the network based approach to calculate
the resilience metrics as explained in section 3.2.
3.1.5 Mahalanobis Distance
Also, the Mahalanobis distance-based approach provides information about
the impact on the airspace on a national perspective but not at the nodal
level.
Traditionally, in univariate statistics, it is common to calculate the num-
ber of standard deviations an observation is off-center in the dataset (data
distribution). The approach described in 3.1.4 is a univariate analysis. The
Mahalanobis distance (MD), extends this analysis to the multivariate case
and calculates the distance of a given point from the center of the distri-
bution. The mean establishes a baseline behavior for the data which is the
center for the distribution. The covariance accounts for the variance of the
multiple variables in each direction and scales it such that the variance for
each variable equals 1.
Detecting atypical behavior
We determined atypical behavior in the performance of the network by cal-
culating the Mahalanobis distance of certain parameters of interest. The Ma-
halanobis distance is a measure for multivariate statistics that can be used
to determine whether a sample is an outlier. The mathematical definition of
the Mahalanobis distance is as follows:
MT =
√
(aT − µT )T(ΣT )−1(aT − µT ) (9)
where, aT is the column vector consisting of the multivariate measurement
for a parameter of interest. For the purpose of our research, we considered
number of cancellations, and the average arrival delay times for a given air-
port on a given day T . Let us assume the dimensions of this vector are M×1.
M is the number of airports being considered. Therefore, the each element
of the vector represents the parameter associated with one airport.
µT is the expected value (mean) of the sample we have measured. The
dimensions of this term is same as aT ; it is a column vector of dimensions
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M × 1.
ΣT is the covariance matrix of the sample. The diagonal elements of the
matrix are the variances of each variable whereas the off-diagonal elements
are the covariance of between these variables. It is a square matrix with
dimensions M ×M . MT is the Mahalanobis distance of the observation on
the given day T . It is a scalar value and the higher this value, the greater
the atypical behavior of the given observation aT .The detailed formula to
calculate these terms is discussed in 3.1.5
It is to be noted that the dimensions of the terms aT , µT , and ΣT have
to be in agreement to adhere to rules of matrix algebra. In order to comply
with these rules, certain data-points had to be removed. The reasoning and
the process for this data filtering is discussed in detail in
Establishing normal behavior
The procedure for this approach is similar to the network statistical-based
approach as discussed in section 3.1.4. There are a few minor differences
in both approaches, therefore the procedure is explained in the following
sections.
The mean of the parameters of interest from these sets give us the expected
behavior of a day of the week, and the corresponding covariance matrix
characterizing fluctuations throughout the year. The following equations
denote the procedure to calculate the mean value, µT , and the covariance
matrix, ΣT , for a given day T .
µT =
∑
ak∈ST ak
|ST | (10)
ΣT =
|ST |
|ST | − 1
∑
ak∈ST
(
aka
T
k
|ST | − µTµ
T
T
)
(11)
These values are recalculated for each day of the year. Therefore, there are
365 values for a timeline of 1 year. The elements of the the column vector, µT ,
are the averages for the observations for each airport. The diagonal elements
of the covariance matrix are the variances of the observations for individual
airports. The off-diagonal elements are the covariance in the observations
between all pairs of airports.
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Parameter of Interest
The column vector, aT , which is the basis for all the calculations consisted
of certain parameters of interest related to individual operations. As part
of our research, we considered total number of cancellations and the average
departure delays for all airports.
We grouped individual flights by their scheduled flight date and destination
airport. Our parameters of interest were average delay per flight at each
origin airport, on a given day. The average departure delay Di,T is calculated
as shown in 3.1.4. We counted any flights that left at or after midnight
as having left on that day. Similarly, ci,j,T represents the total number of
canceled flights that were scheduled to leave from origin i to destination j
on day T . Our parameter of interest is then defined as,
Ci,T =
∑
j∈Ni
ci,j,T (12)
where Ni is the set of all airports with a flight departing from origin airport
i, and n is the number of flights departing from airport i on day T . Similarly,
Ci,T represents the total number of cancellations of flights that were scheduled
to arrive at destination airport j on day T .
Filtering Data
This method was applied to the same dataset that was used as an input for
the statistical network-based approach.
3.2 Exploratory Data Analysis
3.2.1 Data Collection
The data was collected from the On-time performance statistics table on the
BTS website [27]. The dataset included a total of 42 columns as shown in 3.1
The columns we considered included scheduled flight time, cancellation or di-
version status, delay times, diversion delay times, and origin and destination
information.
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Table 3.1: Summary of BTS Airline On-Time Performance Data
Property Type Data Fields
Geographical Origin Airport Code, Origin City,
Information Destination City, Destination Airport
Code,Diverted Airport Code,
Origin State, Destination State
Performance Departure Delay, Arrival Delay,
Characteristics Diversion Delay, Scheduled Elapsed Time,
Actual Elapsed Time, Diversion Elapsed
Time, Carrier Delay, National Airspace
System Delay,Weather Delay, Security De-
lay, Late Aircraft Delay, Total Gate Time,
Longest Gate Time, Distance, In-flight time
Scheduling Flight Date, Day of Week,
Information Day of Month, Day of Year, Quarter,
Year, Scheduled Departure, Actual Depar-
ture, Scheduled Arrival, Actual Arrival, Di-
verted Arrival, Diverted Departure, Wheels-
On Time, Taxi-In Time, Taxi-Out Time,
Wheels-Off Time
Flight Cancellation Status,
Status Diversion Status, Cancellation Reason, Di-
version Reached Status
Flight Carrier Code, Tail Number,
Information Flight Number
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3.2.2 Data Characteristics
The dataset from 2012 contains 6,096,760 individual scheduled flights of
which 1.3% were canceled. The total number of unique origin airports was
312. In the case where we were interested in departure delay time as the pa-
rameter of interest, the final count of flights after applying the filters flights
was 5,451,48854 individual flights. This is approximately 89% of the commer-
cial flights that flew throughout the year, and is therefore still representative
of the US ATN behavior. After filtering flights for delays, the number of
unique airports was 205. In the case where cancellations were of interest, the
final count after filtering flights was 6,052,450, which is 99.3% of the flights.
The number of unique airports in this case was 249. The airports that were
filtered out were mostly smaller airports that did not have daily operations
over the course of the year.
As with most large datasets, the dataset contained a small number of
errors. Most of the dataset was cleaned up with certain filters for each
column. The errors that were not caught due to this filter were cleaned up
by cross-examining and tallying totals for different fields. The errors were
primarily missing data fields for a few scheduled flights, such as: time of
arrival, delay time, origin airport, destination airport, cancellations status,
and diversion status.
3.2.3 Issues with Distribution of Data for Mahalanobis
Distance-based approach
The z-score and the Mahalanobis distance expect the distribution to be nor-
mal or as close to normal so that the percentiles and distance are also stan-
dard normal. If the distribution is highly skewed then the resulting scores
will not be standard normal. We performed an analysis of the parameters
to check for normality of the distribution. All of the analyses shown for the
assumption of normality was based off of data from the year 2012.
It can be seen from figure 3.1 that the cancellation distribution is skewed
away from the average number of cancellations for an airport. This suggests
that the outliers dictate the metrics and this might be misleading since this
can no longer be considered a normal distribution. However, figure 3.2 shows
that departure delay data is notably closer to normal than the cancellation
17
Figure 3.1: Box plot of daily total cancellations for top 20 airports with the
highest traffic
Figure 3.2: Box plot of daily average departure delays for top 20 airports
with the highest traffic
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data. Neither data sets are strictly normally distributed though, thus re-
quiring careful interpretation of z-score and Mahalanobis distance results.
There is one outlier in ’George Bush Intercontinental Airport’ (IAH) that
dwarfs the scale of the distribution. The rest of the distribution is relatively
normal with the median close to the center of the boxplots. This suggests
that the outliers have not skewed the distribution by a lot. These trends
are shown in further detail for a few major airports in the following figures.
This trend is also observed in other airports but we have showed results for
a select few airports. The airports considered are Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Ariport (ATL), O’Hare International Airport (ORD), Denver
International Airport (DEN).
Figure 3.3: Frequency distribution of daily cancellations for the year 2012
in ATL
It can be seen from figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 that the distribution for the average
departure delays for the airports are as stated above notably closer to normal
than cancellation data. This is in contrast to figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 where the
majority of the daily cancellations are concentrated near zero. This is a
consequence of the majority of flights not being cancelled on a given day,
which is not surprising considering only 1.2 % of total flights are cancelled
in 2012. Given the high skew in cancellation data, we initially focus on
applying Mahalanobis distance to delay data. We also consider application
to cancellations, though these results are discussed later in 3.3.
19
Figure 3.4: Frequency distribution of daily cancellations for the year 2012
in ORD
Figure 3.5: Frequency distribution of daily cancellations for the year 2012
in DEN
20
Figure 3.6: Frequency distribution of average departure delays for the year
2012 in ATL
Figure 3.7: Frequency distribution of average departure delays for the year
2012 in ORD
21
Figure 3.8: Frequency distribution of average departure delays for the year
2012 in DEN
3.3 Results
We followed the procedure for raw delay-based approach and the statistical
network-based approach as explained in 3.1.3, 3.1.4 respectively to produce
a list of airports that were affected during daily operations. This list was
used to calculate the resilience of the US ATN using network metrics. The
Mahalanobis distance-based approach is independent of this procedure and
does not require such such an input for the analysis. The results of the dif-
ferent metrics that were compared for the years is explained in the following
sections.
3.3.1 Important events considered during timeline of analysis
We decided to select a few major events that could correlate to suboptimal
performance of the network during our analyses. The events considered were
Hurricane Irene (2011), Hurricane Sandy (2012), and Hurricane Matthew
(2016) due to them being some of the worst disasters in US history at the
time this research was performed. We looked for indications of these events
manifesting in the data by narrowing down the period in which these events
occurred. There are other events that could have affected the US ATN but
in general Hurricanes and Snow storms are weather events that affect airline
operations significantly.
22
Sandy was the 4th costliest hurricane overall whereas Irene was the 10th
costliest hurricane in the United States at the time of this research being
performed [28]. Hurricane Matthew was not among the top 10 hurricanes
but was the worst hurricane in 2016. These severity of these hurricanes is
solely based on the damage caused by these events within the United States.
Irene formed on 08/21/2011 and made landfall over the United States
on 08/25/2011. It mostly affected the US East Coast and was outside US
territory by 08/29/2011 eventually dissipating by 09/01/2011. Sandy was
active between 10/22/2012 to 11/02/2012. It was within proximity of the
United states territory between 10/26 to 10/28. Finally, Matthew was active
between 09/28/2016 to 10/10/2016 and affected the the Southern US between
the 10/04 to 10/09. Further event insight will be provided in sections 3.3.7.
3.3.2 Impacted Airport Cluster using raw delays and
percentiles
The impacted airport cluster is the group of airports whose daily operations
are deemed to be performing sub-optimally. We used the fractional size of
the largest connected cluster of impacted airports as the basis for comparing
the resilience of the network. The fractional size is the ratio of the largest
cluster to the total number of airports in the US ATN. The input to this
analysis was the lists of airports that were considered to be impacted by the
network-based approach and the statistical network-based approach. The
results for the years 2011, 2012 and 2016 using both approaches are shown
in figures 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, 3.14.
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The comparisons for both approaches during the same year does not reveal
any significant details regarding daily operations. The trends are noisy and
most days are not discernible from each other. Counter-intuitively, major
events that are expected to show up as a significant disruption in operations
are days where the fractional sizes actually are negligible depending on the
threshold. For example, during the year 2012 (10/22 - 11/2), Hurricane
Sandy affected a huge part of the Eastern United States. This was one of the
worst disasters in US history but this is not observed in both approaches.
This is also found to be true for other years. Hurricane Irene (08/20/2011
- 09/01/2011) and Hurricane Matthew (09/28/2016 - 08/10/2016) were also
few of the worst disasters in US history that also have cluster sizes smaller
than usual operations as observed using both metrics.
The overall trends are consistent logically when comparing thresholds for
both approaches. Increasing the average departure delay or decreasing the
p-value reduces the size of the cluster. This is expected since changing these
threshold to have a higher cutoff will reduce the number of airports that are
actually affected which in turn reduces the number of connected components.
One possible hypothesis for the counter-intuitive observation of having
lower cluster sizes during major disasters is that the airspace is less con-
gested during major disasters. It is possible that the airspace has an optimal
performance until a specific number of flights are oeprating at a time. Once
the number of flights crosses this optimal level, the average delays begin in-
creasing. Therefore, when a major disaster affects the US ATN, the delay
in the network starts to go down and this might not show up in any of our
metrics. This metric can be useful in detecting congestion of the airspace
but may not be as useful in detecting major events that affect the airspace.
3.3.3 Total Impacted Airports using raw delays and
percentiles
We explored the number of impacted airports as another metric to quantify
the resilience of the network. We chose this approach because the cluster
size only considers the largest component which implies the smaller cluster
of impacted airports are not used in the analysis. The general trends observed
between multiple years was observed to be the same, therefore we will only
30
discuss results for the year 2012 going forward.
There was a not a lot of difference in the observed trends when taking
the number of impacted airports into consideration. Days of interest still
showed unusually low number of affected airports during Sandy as discussed
previously.
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3.3.4 Frequency of most repeated airports in clusters using
raw delays and percentiles
We used the number of times an airport was affected in a whole year as
another metric to measure resilience using raw delays and p-values as the
basis for classification. This was done to discover airports that were most
affected in a given year. The results from raw delay-based approach and the
percentile-based approach vary slightly as shown in tables 3.2, 3.3
Table 3.2: Frequency of impacted airports using threshold delay value of 45
minute basis for classification during 2012
Airport Frequency
ACV 99
RDD 74
CIC 81
MOD 67
SFO 14
SBA 7
SBP 13
Table 3.3: Frequency of impacted airports using 99 percent p-values as
basis for classification during 2012
Airport Frequency
BNA 24
TUL 23
HOU 22
IAD 21
BHM 20
CRP 20
ABE 20
The delay-based approach has a higher frequency of airports that are from
the west coast, more specifically, California. It also seems to provide a list of
airports that are low in traffic. The percentile-based approach has a varied
distribution of airports geographically and covers mostly major airports with
high traffic.
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3.3.5 Impacted Airport Cluster based on p-values and
cancellations combined
To address the issue of average departure delays possibly being unable to
highlight significant events as explained in previous section, we decided to
include the number of cancellations in a given airport to the departure delays
information. This was done by classifying any airport above the 99th per-
centile as being affected on a given day. 99th percentile for delays was chosen
as the threshold from the analyses done in the previous sections. In addition
to this percentile, if the number of cancellations at an airport on a given day
is above various thresholds, that airport will be classified as impacted. The
thresholds were based on the fraction of cancelled flights that out of the total
number of scheduled flights from an individual airport. For example, if the
number of cancelled flights from an airport exceeded 10% of all the scheduled
flights for the same airport, it was classified as being impacted on the given
day. It would also have been deemed as impacted if the departure delay for
the airport was above the 99th percentile. We did not apply this method
to cancellations alone to address issues with the normality assumption as
explained in section 3.2.
The addition of this cancellation did change the distribution but not sig-
nificantly in most cases. The addition of this information was also not par-
ticularly useful in capturing major events and trends similar to the ones in
the previous section are observed.
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3.3.6 Comparison of Major disasters using statistical
network-based approach and conventional approach
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The properties being considered are fractional size of largest component,
fraction of edges removed, average inverse shortest path length, and the nor-
malized average inverse shortest path length. We switched to removing nodes
from the network and applied network metrics to the remainder of the net-
work as shown in 3.18. This analysis focuses on the part of the network
that is left unaffected compared to previous methods where the focus is on
the airports that are actually affected.The network metrics indicate that the
events in order of severity are Matthew, Sandy and Irene respectively. They
do not differ significantly from each other when it comes to the fraction of
the largest component that is left unaffected. It is possible that the air-
ports that are affected by Sandy are not as connected to the major airports
compared to the airports affected by Matthew.In the case of inverse average
path length, higher values are more favorable. It remains relatively constant
until the network is impacted significantly by the each event. Sandy has a
prolonged effect based on this metric compared to other events where the
metric resets to normal levels shortly after peak disruption. The normalized
inverse average path length follows similar trends but takes longer to restore
normal operations.
The conventional method is to remove all nodes in a heuristic manner,
for example randomly or by node degree. This approach makes reproducing
results a more difficult since the decision to consider an airport as affected is
subjective when relying on multiple sources. It is also noted that the nodes
that are removed are not restored for normal operations. This is not observed
in the case of real world events where airports resume regular operations
once it is feasible based on weather conditions. In addition, the conventional
approach does not have a timeline that can match with the actual event and
this makes it difficult to compare to the real event.
3.3.7 Mahalanobis distance-based approach
Figures 3.19, 3.20, 3.21, 3.22, 3.23, 3.24 show calculated Mahalanobis dis-
tance values calculated from BTS data. These results show that Mahalanobis
distances calculated from average delay and total cancellations are able to
capture atypical events.
The calculated Mahalanobis distance values are quite noisy as seen in fig-
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ures 3.19, 3.20.However, there are a few abnormally high values compared
to the rest of the timeline; we identify these as events of interest. According
to the FAA, 69% of flight delays are weather-related, with the rest of the
delays being due to congestion, runway unavailability, and other miscella-
neous reasons [29]. Therefore, it is possible that some disruptions identified
by Mahalanobis distance are not related to extreme weather. In the following
sections, we summarize some of the major events during 2011, 2012 and 2016
for further insights into presented results.
Figure 3.19: Mahalanobis distance of arrival delays as a function of time for
the year 2011.
There were a few major winter storms in January of 2011 that disrupted
airline operations. This trend is observed in the delay and cancellation met-
rics as shown in figures 3.19, 3.20. The biggest spikes in cancellation and
departure delays are observed on 01/10 when Georgia experienced a major
winter storm. Since Atlanta has the biggest hub, it is possible that it con-
tributed in the unusually high cancellations that is observed. The end of
January also had a few consecutive storms. The North American Blizzard
affected the Northeastern US from 01/25 to 01/27 followed by the Ground-
hog blizzard that was active over the Midwest and Northeastern US from
01/31 to 02/02. An unusual ”Super Outbreak” of tornadoes in the Southern
US occurred from 04/22 to 04/27 might be the rationale for the cancellation
trend. As explained before, the largest Hurricane of 2011 (Irene) was active
over the US from 08/25 to 08/29 and could have lead to the increased can-
cellations. The spike in the delays at the end of the year on 12/29 can be
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Figure 3.20: Mahalanobis distance of cancellations as a function of time for
the year 2011.
attributed to the holidays when usually delays are expected.
Figure 3.21: Mahalanobis distance of arrival delays as a function of time for
the year 2012.
The Pacific Northwest snowstorm was a large cyclone that affected most
of the Northwestern states with heavy snowfall from 01/16 to 01/20. This is
evident in delay and cancellation metrics as shown in figures 3.21, 3.22,. Hur-
ricane Isaac was the second biggest hurricane of the year 2012 and affected
five states from 08/24 to 09/03. This event registered on the cancellation
metric, but surprisingly did not appear in the delay metric. We have ob-
served this trend in other cases where an event resulted in atypically large
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Figure 3.22: Mahalanobis distance of cancellations as a function of time for
the year 2012.
numbers of cancellations (i.e. the impact on the network was high), but ac-
tually decreased the average delays. One possible explanation, as explained
previously, for these observations is that the number of cancellations are so
high that the airspace becomes less congested, such that it operates below
its threshold levels and results in fewer flight delays.
Another major event considered is Hurricane Sandy, which is second to
Hurricane Katrina (2005) in terms of devastation within the US, as of Septem-
ber 2017. The scale of the Mahalanobis distances for cancellations during the
timeline for Hurricane Sandy supports this observation. The storm lasted
from 10/26 to 11/02 and affected 24 states in some way or another. The
November 2012 Nor’easter storm affected the eastern states just a week later
from 11/07 to 11/10 and brought heavy snowfall with it, leading to dis-
ruption in recovery efforts. This delayed a lot of flights; there is a small
uptick in Mahalanobis distance for cancellations during the same time. The
2012 North American blizzard of 12/17 to 12/22 affected a huge part of the
mid-western, eastern, and southern states. It was part of the the 2012 North
American storm complex that affected half of the states from 12/17 to 12/31.
This explains the spikes in both the Mahalanobis distance for cancellations
and delay times for that whole duration. It is worth noting that most of the
atypical behavior can be attributed to disasters affecting states with higher
concentration of busy airports. Thus, our results suggest that disruptions
affecting geographic areas with airports that are densely clustered are likely
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to affect operations significantly.
Figure 3.23: Mahalanobis distance of arrival delays as a function of time for
the year 2016.
Figure 3.24: Mahalanobis distance of cancellations as a function of time for
the year 2016.
In comparison to the other years, 2016 had fewer disruptions and was a
relatively calm year when it comes to blizzards and hurricanes. This can ob-
served in the trends for cancellations and arrivals in figures 3.23, 3.24, How-
ever, there were a few events that did affect the airline operations. The first
event of the year was a Blizzard that struck the Northeastern US on 01/19and
dissipated on 01/29. This was followed immediately by a Nor’Easter that af-
fected the same area from 01/29 to 02/07 although this didn’t impact airline
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operations by much. The next winterstorm struck the midwest on 03/23
and lasted for two days. This seems to be the most significant event for the
year 2016 relative to other weather events.Finally, the biggest hurricane of
the year (Matthew) was active over the Southern US from 10/04 to 10/09.
It is noted that the distance for this year is significantly higher than the
distance for 2012 or 2011. We hypothesize that this is due to the relatively
fewer events during the year does not necessarily mean that the operations
during the year was worse relative to other years. If there are unusually high
number of events during the year, the lower the effect of a single event will
be during that year. In other words, the significance of an event is lower with
the occurrence of more events. Therefore, the higher distance values is an
indication of a calm year.
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CHAPTER 4
DELAY PREDICTION
In the previous chapter, we explored ways to quantify the resilience of the
US ATN. This chapter will describe a procedure to predict if an airport in
a network will be delayed based on network-level features, weather, traffic,
airport performance and forecast data. The initial step in this process is
to collect and process the data that will be used in training an algorithm
from different sources. Next, it is ensured that the distribution of the data is
balanced in order to avoid bias in the training process which would otherwise
undermine our predictions. Finally, multiple architectures and parameters
for the algorithm are tested to ensure maximum accuracy of our predictions.
The novelty of this approach is the inclusion of the weather information
from the airport weather sensors and forecast (past delays) data to train
a neural network. In addition, we have created a new metric that is a
weighted sum of airport delays of other airports at a particular instance in
time, thereby reducing the dimensionality of network-level information into
a single variable. The procedure and the metrics will be explained in further
detail in the upcoming section.
4.1 Methodology
Machine learning methods use statistical techniques to extract compli-
cated patterns from data with the use of computers. These algorithms are
allowed to train on a given dataset. This dataset is a collection of many in-
stances pertaining to a specific task. These instances are called data points.
Machine learning enables us to solve different kinds of tasks, for the purpose
of our research, we were interested in classification. A classification prob-
lem is a task where the machine learning algorithm is asked to predict which
of k categories an input (data point) belongs to.
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Machine learning methods are generally divided into supervised and un-
supervised learning. Our research employed a supervised learning method
to train on a dataset containing features, but each of these instances was
associated with a target. This is in contrast to an unsupervised algorithm,
where several instances of a random vector are allowed to learn the proba-
bility distribution of that random vector. Machine learning methods have
settings known as hyperparameters, which are set before the learning pro-
cess begins. These hyperparameters are changed multiple times to build
models that can predict the category accurately. A model is a system for
mapping inputs (features) to outputs (target data) which in in our case is
a Neural Network (NN). Accuracy in our case is the fraction of times the
model is able to classify an input properly. We have two classifications for
our task, ’1’ is the state of the airport when it is delayed and ’0’ where the
state of the airport is not delayed. Our task is to predict if the airport is
delayed based on as set of input conditions.
The accuracy of a model is usually determined after the hyperparameters
are learned and fixed and no learning is taking place. The inputs generally
have some noise and an underlying trend (true function). The data is split
into random training and testing sets. The model learns the relationship on
the training dataset and is evaluated on the test data. We want our model
to learn the true function being distracted by the noise. When we train the
model, this noise tends to alter the true relationship of the inputs and the
outputs. Our model is bound to have some errors which is the difference
between the true output and the learned output by the model.
Overfitting is when the model learns the true function and the noise in
the training data to the extent that it negatively impacts the performance of
the model to predicting new data. Underfitting is when the the model hasn’t
trained enough to be able to fit to the old data and is unable to predict new
data. We would want our model to be in between these two phenomenon and
thus be a good fit. This can be done by holding back a part of the data as
validation data and check the errors before we accept the model. The key is
to make sure that we the keep the loss values low. The loss is the summation
of errors made for each data point in training or validation. A model is better
if it has a lower loss value. We would expect for the loss value to be lower
with every iteration (epoch). Our goal is to make sure the validation error is
the lowest to ensure the best model. However, there is a risk of overfitting the
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model to the validation error. This can be solved by employing a re-sampling
technique known as k-fold validation. This process divides the training set
into ’k’ subset also called as folds. We then perform ’k’ cycles of training
and evaluation with a different fold each time. This procedure is repeated for
all of our evaluations of our NN. The next section will describe the creation
of the training dataset in further detail. The underlying process of the NN
will not be explained since we employed previously well established methods.
We performed the analysis using the ’Keras’ Python library.
4.1.1 Data Acquisition
This section provides a brief overview of the inputs (features) to the model,
followed by detailed explanation of procedure to calculate these features in
the following sections. We obtained the flight information from the on-time
performance data from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) [27].
The data obtained for this purpose is the same as the data used in 3
The weather data was based off of Automated Surface Observing Sys-
tem (ASOS) data and is in the format of ’METAR’ data available from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) website
[28]. NOAA states that “ASOS units are automated sensor suites that are
designed to serve meteorological and aviation observing needs. There are
currently more than 900 ASOS sites in the United States. These systems
generally report at hourly intervals, but also report special observations if
weather conditions change rapidly and cross aviation operation thresholds.”
This information is transmitted in the ’METAR’ format. METAR weather
report are used by pilots for a pre-flight weather briefing, and by meteorolo-
gists, to assist in weather forecasting. METARs reports are typically gener-
ated once an hour or half-hour, but if conditions change significantly, a report
known as a special (SPECI) may be issued. A few parameters can be issued
by the minute. A list of the data fields used for model features and targets
are shown in 4.3. All of the weather information that was downloaded from
the ISU website is listed in the table. The data from the BTS is also used
to calculate some of the inputs but not all of these fields are repeated in the
table. The fields included in this table were the only ones used in training
the model. There are other parameters that were used in calculating these
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metrics and those parameters are explained in the following sections.
Table 4.1: Data fields used for Prediction modeling
Property Type Data Fields
Weather Data
Dew Point Temperature,Air Temperature,
Relative Humidity,Wind Direction, Wind Speed,
Precipitation, Visibility, Tornado, Wind Gust,
Cloud Cover, Thunder Storm, Gale Storm,
Temporal Data Day of Week, Time of Day
Network
Characteristic
Network Delay
Airport
Performance
Average Departure Delay, Delay States,
Past Average Departure Delay
Geographic
Information
Origin Airport Code
Traffic Data Total Flights per hour
4.1.2 Training Data Processing
All the data presented above was represented at an airport by the hour. The
mean of the values was calculated in the case of parameters that had multiple
values in an hour. Some of the parameters listed above required prior knowl-
edge of another parameter and by design these parameters are dependent on
the primary parameters. The dataset either contained continuous variables
or nominal variables. Continuous variables are numerical values that can
take any value between a certain set of real numbers. Nominal variables are
values that are categorical and cannot be ranked, such as Day of the week.
In the case of network characteristics, we used a weighted graph that was
constructed following the procedure explained in chapter 3
Weather Data
The weather data that was used for prediction is explained in table 4.2. For
categorical variables, if there are multiple values within an hour, we used the
mode of that parameter within the hour.
The following is an example of the METAR code from NOAA’s website:
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Table 4.2: Weather data from NOAA’s website
Data Field Description
tmpf Air Temperature in Fahrenheit, typically @ 2 meters
dwpf Dew Point Temperature in Fahrenheit, typically @ 2 meters
relh Relative Humidity in %
drct Wind Direction in degrees from north
sknt Wind Direction in degrees from north
p01i
One hour precipitation for the period from the observation
time to the time of the previous hourly precipitation reset.
vsby Visibility in miles
gust Wind Gust in knots
skyc1 Sky Level 1 Coverage
CLR Clear skies: ’0’ if No, ’1’ if Yes.
Cloud Cover
4 categorical variables.
FEW: Few clouds, SCT: Scattered Clouds,
BKN: Broken Clouds, OVC: Overcast.
These switch between ’0 and ’1’ for No and Yes.
Rain
3 categorical variables: (+RA, RA, -RA) for
heavy, moderate and light rain respectively.
Snow
3 categorical variables: (+SN, SN, -SN) for
heavy, moderate and light snowfall respectively.
Thunderstorm
3 categorical variables: (+TS, TS, -TS) for
heavy, moderate and light thunderstorm respectively.
Gale Storm
3 categorical variables: (+GR, GR, -GR) for
heavy, moderate and light gales respectively.
Tornadoes
Intensity of Tornadoes based on the Fujita Scale
from 0 to 5 (F0 to F5)
METAR KIAD 081055Z AUTO/COR 21019G27KT 1/2SM R04R/3000FT
-SN FG SCT011 OVC015 01/M02 A2945 RMK PK WND 19029/16 SLP045
T00081016
Note that we have only used the relevant information from this code and
have skipped values that were considered unnecessary. It is possible for the
sensors to fail occasionally and this will lead to certain parameters being
unavailable. We skipped instances where any all of the data that we were
interested was not available.
Temporal Data
The temporal data was obtained from the On-Time Performance data and
the METAR data. The time data was discretized by the hour and is the
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basis for calculating and linking all of the data points together. The main
information related to this type of data was Day of the Week and the Hour
of the Day and Hour of the Year. The Hour of the Year was required to ease
the calculation process but served no other purpose. The Day of the Week
is encoded to a categorical variable for all days of the week. For example, if
a data point belongs to a Monday, then the column for Monday is switched
to ’1’ and the rest of the days are ’0’.
The Hour of the Day was not useful directly as a categorical variable. We
had to perform a transformation to the hour since it is a cyclical ordinal at-
tribute. These attributes are ones where consecutive values are more similar
than values that are far away. For example, 11 PM is closer to 12 PM in
similarity than 11 AM, especially when it comes to flight traffic. We had the
hour of day in a 24 hour format and considered this to be a float value. We
then split this float value into two different values that swing back and forth
out of sync. This was accomplished by applying a sine and cosine trans-
formation of the float value. This a representation of the hour hand of a
24-hour clock where the x-position swings back and forth out of sync with
the y-position. The formula is explained as follows:
x = sin
(
2pi
hour
)
(13)
y = cos
(
2pi
hour
)
(14)
where hour, is the hour of the day in 24-hour format.
Network Characteristics
This is one of the main parameters that helps in tying together the network-
level features into the prediction model. The main network characteristic is
a parameter we have devised and is called the Network Delay. This met-
ric depends on the shortest path length between two airport pairs and the
average delay time for all of the airports at a given instance of time. It is
calculated as shown in 4.1.2
DNt,j =
1
N
( ∑
k∈1:N,k 6=j
δt,k
dj,j
+ dj,k
)
(15)
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where DNt,j is the Network Delay at time t for a certain Origin Airport j.
dj,k is the shortest path length between airport j and another airport k. N
is the total number of airports. Finally, dt,k is the average departure delay
time at an airport k at time t. The average departure delay is calculated as
shown in 3.1.3
In addition to the network delay at the data point under consideration, we
also included the network delay from 1, 2 and 4 hours previous to the current
time t for the same airport.
Airport Performance
The Airport performance data incorporates information regarding how well
an airport is performing at a given point of time. This includes the Average
Departure Delay as explained in section 3.1, as well as Delay States and the
Past Average Departure Delays. The Past Average Departure Delays is the
Average Departure Delay 1, 2 and 4 hours in the past for the same airport
being considered.
Finally, we included the delay states of the airport as the target data. The
delay state of an airport denotes if an airport is expected to be delayed or
not based on past data. If the delay time at an airport is greater than a
certain threshold then it classified to be delayed and is assigned a value of
’1’ and ’0’ otherwise.
∆t,j,C =
1 δt,j ≥ C0 otherwise
where, ∆t,j is the delay state of an origin airport j at time t. C is the
threshold in minutes and for the purpose of our research, we considered:
C = {15, 30, 60}
The delay states with different thresholds are denoted as ∆t,j,15,∆t,j,30,∆t,j,60
respectively.
Since the purpose of our model is to predict the delay state in the future
based on current conditions, we included the delay state at 1, 2 and 6 hours
from the current time. The future delay state for a 15 minute threshold is
represented as ∆t,j,15,1,∆t,j,15,2,∆t,j,15,6 respectively. Only one of these delay
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states were used as the target data for every iteration in the learning process.
The parameter ∆t,j,C was only useful in calculating the future delay states
and was not used as a part of the training process.
Geographic Information
The Geographic information used mainly was the the Origin Airport Code to
which all of this training data was associated with. The Destination Airport
Code was used as part of building the network graphs.
Traffic Data
The Traffic Data was mostly useful in estimating how busy an airport is for
every hour of the day as well as it’s importance relative to the other airports
in the network. Three such parameters were incorporated Total Flights per
hour, Percentage of Flights Total and Percentage of Flights Included.
The total flight per hour is the average of the number of flights flying at a
particular hour in a certain airport. The Percentage of Flights Total is the
fraction of flights departing at an airport compared to the total number of
scheduled flights in a given year. The Percentage of Flights Included is the
fraction of flights departing at an airport compared to the total number of
scheduled flights from the list of airports included for the analysis. We do
not include all of the airports for the analysis due to data limitations which
will be discussed in 4.2
These data fields shown in 4.2 are aggregated for every hour of the year
for each airport independently and the columns are normalized. There are
different ways to normalize the data but for the purposes of our research,
we used the standard normalization. This uses the z-score as the normalized
value as shown in 3.1.4. The model is trained using this normalized data.
It is to be noted categorical variables are not normalized as part of this
procedure.
Filtering Data
The final step before we move on to the training is to filter the data and make
sure the features are readable by the NN. If a data point has a missing input
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parameter, then it is not possible to train the NN using our methodology.
There are ways to overcome this limitation but that was not the focus of our
research. The only filtering needed was to remove any rows (data points)
that had missing features. A second filter we used was to limit the airport
operations between the hours of 6:00 AM and 10:00 PM. This was necessary
since there are very few flights departing between the hours of 12:00 AM and
4:00 AM. The buffer of 2 hours was established to avoid missing data that
would have been included due to incorporating the forecast and historical
information for the training data.
4.1.3 Evaluation of Hyperparameters
The training and setup of the NN was done using the ’Keras’ library in
Python. As explained in 4.1.1, we evaluate the validation loss to select the
best model by changing the input settings. These settings (hyperparameters)
are set before the model is trained and evaluated. The best model is the one
with the least validation loss and validation accuracy.
Table 4.3: Possible model choices for neural network
Model Choices Possible Values
Epochs
It is a range of integers from 0
until a suitable value is reached
Architecture
Layers: 2 and 4 layers
Nodes: 1000 and 500 nodes
Forecast
Interval
Forecast interval of 1, 2 or 6 hours:
∆t,j,C,1,∆t,j,C,2,∆t,j,C,6
Threshold
Threshold of 15,30 or 60 mins:
∆t,j,15,6,∆t,j,30,6,∆t,j,60,6.
Airports
10 busiest Airports: EWR, ORD, SFO, MKE,
IAD, LGA, FLL, HOU, MIA, RDU
Structure of Neural Network
A grid search was performed using these some of the hyperparameters shown
in 4.3. Initially, we set two different NN based on the architecture shown
in figure 4.1. A total of 47 inputs were fed into the Neural Network with a
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single target output which is the delay state of the airport at a point in time
in the future.
Table 4.4: Specification of Neural Network models
Property Model 1 Model 2
Input Layer 47 neurons
Hidden Layers
2 Dense layers with
1000 neurons each
4 Dense layers with
500 neurons each
Hidden Layer Activation Rectified Linear Unit
Output Layers
1 output with
sigmoid activation
1 output with
sigmoid activation
Weight Initialization Random values between 0 and 0.05
Dropout Rate 0.2 and 0.5
The sigmoid activation for the final layer produces a probability output in
the range in of 0 to 1 that can be converted to class values. The Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) will produce positive value if the output value is posi-
tive and zero otherwise. Once the model is built the model is compiled using
the logarithmic loss function, the preferred loss function for binary classi-
fication problems.The loss function is the evaluation of the model used by
the optimizer to update its weights. The model also employs the Adaptive
Moment Estimation (Adam) optimization algorithm for the gradient descent
and thus has a adaptive learning rate. The accuracy metric is collected by
the compiler while training the model. The model is trained by checking its
fit and the inputs are epochs and batch size. Epochs are the number of times
the model is exposed to a training dataset. The batch size is the number of
training instances shown to the model before updating a weight. The model
is then evaluated and the loss values for input data and the accuracies are
collected for graphing.
Initially we trained the model to find the optimal number of epochs. A
graph was plotted with the number of epochs on the X-axis and the valida-
tion loss on the Y-axis. The optimal number of epoch is chosen based on
the point at which the validation loss converges and the accuracy is high.
Subsequently we performed a grid search with four different combinations
of models and dropout rates. First, Model 1 was evaluated at 0.2 and 0.5
dropout rates followed by Model 2 with 0.2 and 0.5 dropout rates. Once
the architecture was decided based on the best accuracy, we proceeded to
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Figure 4.1: A typical Deep Neural Network for a classification problem
look for the optimum forecast interval. This procedure was repeated and the
forecast interval with the highest accuracy was chosen as a choice of data.
The next objective was to find a threshold value that will result in the best
final validation accuracy . The final application of this model was to compare
accuracies between the 10 busiest airports.
4.2 Data Distribution
The following sections briefly describes the general characteristics of the data
and a few issues with the distribution and how this was addressed.
4.2.1 Characteristics of Data Distribution
The training dataset consists of airport operation data in addition to weather,
and network characteristics from the year 2005 to 2017. There are a total
of 47 input features and 1 target data. In total, 50 of the busiest airports
were chosen for training the algorithm because smaller airports tend to have
missing fields that would in turn reduce the number of data points that could
be used to train the model. However, the underlying airline network and their
characteristics were based off of 219 airports in total.
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Despite these limitations, we were still able to train on an order of around
9,000 - 27,000 individual data points. The variation in the amount of data
available depends on the forecast interval and the airport under considera-
tion. The unfiltered dataset is expected to have around 113,945 data points
for every hour of the time period of 8 years. Variation in the amount of data
stems from the airport and forecast interval in consideration.
4.2.2 Adjusting Class Distribution
The task of classification given to the NN gives rise to two classes for the
outcome. Of these two outcomes there was a tendency for the delay states to
being biased towards not being delayed (0) twice as much as it being delayed
(1). Thus the normal samples in our case is the state of not being delayed
and the relevant samples is the state of being delayed. This training dataset
that is a biased sample is called as imbalanced data. Classifiers are more
sensitive to detecting the majority class and less sensitive to the minority
class and this is an issue when the training datasets that are imbalanced. If
we do not take care of this issue, the classification output will also be biased,
in most cases resulting in always predicting the majority class. There are
various methods to correct the imbalance in a dataset, we proceeded with
random oversampling of the minority class. This procedure generates new
samples by randomly sampling with replacement from the current available
samples.
4.3 Results
The following section describes the hyperparameters that were determined to
be optimal for the purpose of predicting the delay state of an airport based on
local and national conditions. Models with hyperparameters that produced
the highest validation accuracy were chosen as the winning alternative. It
is to be noted that we performed a k-fold cross validation for preliminary
results and observed that the models were not overfitting. Thus, we decided
to skip this step for the following results.
Our initial step was to determine the number of times the model would be
exposed to the training data such that it is able to predict outputs accurately
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while still not overfitting the dataset. The figure 4.2 shows the trends for
the Accuracies and figure 4.3 the losses while training and validating the
model. We chose to not exceed 50 epochs in subsequent analyses due to the
validation accuracy remaining stagnant after this point.
Figure 4.2: Change validation and training accuracy in accuracy with the
number of epochs
We then performed a grid search to look for the optimal hyperparame-
ters. Once we were satisfied with the results we chose the optimal network
model and performed comparison for different model choices. This analysis
in addition to the upcoming ones will rely on the validation accuracy to de-
cide between alternative hyperparameters. Some of the results are between
model choices and data choices, this will be explicitly mentioned during the
analysis. In 4.4 the bars represent the maximum accuracy of the 4 alter-
native architectures under consideration over a period of 50 epochs. These
alternatives are all possible combinations of layers (2, 4) and dropouts (0.2,
0.5). The winning architecture was the 2 layer NN with 1000 nodes each at
a dropout rate of 0.2 with an accuracy of around 95%. This architecture is
now fixed for our subsequent analyses.
Similarly we probed the different forecast interval at a threshold of 30 mins
with the winning architecture and the results are shown in 4.5. The best
results were observed for the 6 hour interval at 96% which is only slightly
better than the 2 hour interval around 95%. These choices were made in
order to compare the model’s ability to solve different for different forecast
intervals. They are not hyperparameters in this case.
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Figure 4.3: Change validation and training loss with the number of epochs
All other paramaters remaining same, the next step in our method was to
determine the most accurate threshold value. Figure 4.6 follows the expected
result of having a higher accuracy for 60 minutes as the threshold. This is
due to the fact that 60 minute delays are quite rare and easier to predict
than 15 minutes. The accuracy here was close to 97% for 60 minutes, 90%
for 30 minutes and 70% for 15 minutes.
After fixing all of other parameters, we advanced to comparing the accura-
cies of this model for the 10 busiest airports among the ones being considered.
The final architecture was the 2 layer NN with a dropout of 0.2 and 6 hour
forecast interval for delays greater than 60 minutes. Figure 4.7 shows that
the accuracy of the prediction for all of the airports are quite high with the
lowest accuracy for Washington Dulles International Airport Airport (IAD)
at around 96%. The highest accuracy is for LaGuardia Airport (FLL) at
around 98%.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the performance of the 4 Neural Network
architectures
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the performance of Neural Network for three
forecast intervals for a 30 minute threshold
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the performance of Neural Network for threshold
at a 6 hour forecast interval
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the final neural network model for the 10 busiest
airports
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
This thesis has presented a few novel approaches to analyze the effects of
various disruptions on the US ATN, based on publicly available data. Our
approach can be applied to any type of transportation system, provided
enough data and appropriate parameters of interest are available. It is also
possible to scale-up or scale-down the network size according to our needs.
The statistical network-based model was able to combine network metrics
and statistical methods and therefore overcome limitations of conventional
theoretical models. It demonstrated a quantitative method to determining
impacted airports while also being able to differentiate the influential air-
ports from the smaller ones. An added benefit to this methodology is that
it is flexible and can narrow down the scope of the analysis based on input.
This could prove useful to analyze select airlines as well, to support their
individual operations and management, for example to modify flight sched-
ules for more resilience to external influences. In addition to the nodal level
analysis, the research also introduced a similar network-level metric that can
detect disruptions in the operations of the US ATN. The limitation of these
approaches lie in the distribution of the data they operate on. If the data is
not normally distributed then the results have to be treated with prudence.
The second part of this thesis developed a method to predict future delays
in the US ATN based on temporal, weather, and network-level features, in
addition to the congestion of the network. The methodology was able to
predict the state of airports 6 hours in the future with high accuracy. It also
conceived a new metric that was able to reduce the dimensionality of the
training data by incorporating network parameters in addition to the delay
information of all of the airports in the network under consideration. The
limitation of this method also is the data that the model trains on. This is
partly due to incorporating so many features at once. If one feature is missing
from a single data point the whole data point will not be useful for training.
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One of the other issues is the distribution of the data is biased towards
not being delayed on a normal day just like the data from the resilience
quantification. This can be overcome by balancing the data before training
the model.
In the future, these metrics can serve as an additional tool in analyzing and
predicting the behavior of the network. The addition of spatial information
to the analysis may also provide additional insights into operations. It is
also possible to consider origin-destination pairs instead of just destination
airports, the trade-off being omission of a large set of data that could be
relevant. This method can also be used to create training data for developing
impact prediction models. The machine learning model can be trained to
predict the behavior of the network on the order of days in the future instead
of hours.
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